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Rockets RockedParis In The LBRLetters
Continued . .. , „ , _ „ _ ... The Intermediate Electrical Engineers of this University, from

Again tins year, the LBR For- music of Buff y Eagan and his t^e heights of their superior learning, and ever mindful of their 
h x f a tnmip Rinlnmrai and ma*. was a fremendo us success, orchestra. At one pomt during responsibility to society, have brought to our attention a small
ChemicalOffensehi Her Majes sodaUvenk oHhky^wiU aim emerUincd8’by'doing' ^**2 discrepancy in the plans of the Rocket Club. The Brunswickan
ty’s Christian Atheist Govern- amatlr^ciS^. ^ ^ * *

ment (to be), have been com- reach. The theme for the evening Mrs. Christian, 
missioned to make this proclama- was a Paris sidewalk safe, com-
tion to enlighten any intellectuals piete with sidewalk tables and the history of LBR and the guests 
of the university who may have awnings, the Arc de Triumph and as one of the best decorated and 
been mislead by a boorish ar- a twenty-foot high model of the most well-behaved affairs ever, 
tide on the subject “Ignorance is, Eiffel Tower in the middle of the The only sour note of the evening 
Bliss” by a misinformed gentle- dance floor. Over the pool was was an early-morning raid by 
man by the name of Bell in the a scale model of a bridge over the some members of Jones House 
last issue of this publication. Seine, lit by colored lights shining which resulted in the destruction 

His lowness, Mr. Bell, it seems, from the bottom of the pool, and theft of some valuable decor- 
has not paid heed to such states- Around the dance floor and the ations. The Jones House commit- 
men and (“pseudo”) non-con- pool were streetlamps, candle tee co-operated in the return of 
formists as Messrs. Davis, Catt- lights and plants donated for the some of this material and render- 

' ley,. Urquhart and, particularly, evening by Avenue Florists. ed an apology for their errant
Mr. Jonathan O’Drew who has Guests for the evening includ- house members. But, all in all, This corresponds to 1812 mph after the first second and not 
been conducting the campaign ed President MacKay,several fac- the Formal was a memorable 500 mph. Perhaps a Physics 200 course would be advisable ! !

Int. Electrical Engineers

K (Continued from Page 2)

“We feel that perhaps the endeavour about to be undertaken 
by the UNB Rocket Club may not be as safe as it was built up 
to be in the November 1st issue of the Brunswickan. One can 
readily see that a figure of 500 mph velocity acquired after the 
first second is a guess rather than a mathematical calculation.
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7.30 (in the Chicago area) of the ulty members and wives, invited event ... the girls who attended 

Christian Atheist (alias Demo- guests from Jones and Aitken, carried home not only their pro- 
cratic) candidate for the Presi- and a beautiful young lady who grammes but pleasant recollec- 
dency of the United States. A dispensed free cigarettes to all tions of a wonderful evening . . . 
summit conference between Mr. the guests. Couples danced ar- and the LBR church attendance 
O’Drew and Mr. Khrushchev of ound the Eiffel Tower to the soft last Sunday was record-breaking.
the USSR is planned for the near ---------------------------------------------------------——--------------------
future. In spite of casualties I would like to prove my state- pletely subsidized by SRC funds, 
suffered in our UP-HILL fight ment by a few percentages. 55% it is our duty to accommodate 
for intellectualism, battered but of the space in the Brunswickan advertisers to the best of our ab- 
unbowed, our candidates may was devoted to advertisements, ility.
seem to be limping about thé It is true that ads contribute to It is true that at present, ap- 
campus with undiminished zeal, the financial support of a small proximately 50% of our space

newspaper such as ours, but is devoted to advertising ( we 
surely not 55%. Of the remain- wish this would continue all year) 
ing 45% of the paper: 10% but after Christmas the situation 
were letters to the Editof, most reverses itself and our advertis- 
of which were directed at Ed ing content will average about 

BIG brother is watching YOU ! Bell; 5% was a cartoon of Mr. 15-20%. We’ll leave it to Mr. 
Did I come to UNB to find a Kennedy; and 30% were dull Stevens, our mathematician, to 

Godfather? articles such as ‘Rolling Stone’ calculate the average for the year.
Banish the Alexander Athletic In regard to Mr. Bell’s column, In other words, if we do not

Club. Their aims are not of I have heard that it was cut 50%. accept this advertising now we’ll 
the highest moral order. Now the Column in the past has never get it. Mercenary perhaps,

Catch one can of beer at a been interesting (if a bit too but practical. •
football game. strong) and is really the only Mr. Bell’s Column — 1. The

A slum against my University is thing that holds the Brunswickan last one was cut 50%. It was 
a slur agaipst me. Wow. together. necessary in our opinion. 2. The

Post SRC Guards at the doors in conclusion, I would like to Column in the past on several 
of both Liquor Control Board Say to the Editors that they had occasions has not been interest-
Depots to stop trouble before better get off their ------  or ev- ing. 3. On several occasions it
it starts. everybody will be wrapping their has been too weak. 4. It is letters

We’re members of the largest fish with the Brunswickan before to the Editor from people like 
temperance organization in very long. you that do a great deal more
Fredericton. Geoffrey A. Stevens towards ‘holding the Brunswick-

Is not the SDC becoming some- Editor’s Note We are happy an together” than The Column
what carried away with their tQ see that Mr. Steven’s has def- does, 
own self-importance? The SDC inite pers0nal opinions about the 
Court. Oh my. Brunswickan. These opinions,

I am indifferent to the SDC whiie obviously contradictory to 
providing they remain tolerant our own> have been ‘seriously’ 
and inept, but I’m whole- considered and our reply follows, 
heartedly in favor of the SDC Advertising is the life-blood of 
providing they are not. Just a newspaper.. Unless we are com
plain not.
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These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for ad
vancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES
$4050 for Clerks 4 and $4560 for all other classes.

Under-graduates in their final year of study are invited to apply but 
appointment will be subject to graduation. Students from all facul
ties are eligible to compete.
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WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SAT., NOV. 19
CARLETON HALLROOM 140

Details regarding the examination, application forms and descriptive 
folders now available from

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Don’t Forget 
the Fall Formal 

Lady Beaverbrook 
Gymnasium 

November 18th.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA
If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you arc 
interested and quote competition 61-2650.

George F. Underhill
☆ ☆ ☆

Sir: PROCTER & GAMBLEI was absolutely disgusted with 
last Tuesday’s edition of the 
Brunswickan. There was absol
utely nothing of interest except 
for a few letters to the Editor, 
most of which were directed to 
the rebuttal of Mr. Bell.
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Offers the Graduate:
1. Highly developed training
2. A chance to grow in direct relation to his ability
3. The solid backing of a growing company recognized as a leader 

in industry

Leirstead
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by Peter Ustinov
known and used in every household. The

men whose abilitiesmc««8fuldevelopment' an^marketing ofTese brands is directed by university trained 

are constantly challenged by new responsibilities.

Company representatives will visit the University of New Brunswick to discuss with graduating students of 
all faculties, openings in Advertising, Finance, Purchasing, Sales Management and Traffic.

are
$1.50

Who would be better quali
fied to stage, caption and 
impersonate a gaggle of 
diplomats that Peter Usti
nov, the citizen of the 
world, who speaks eight 
languages and is, if any
thing, too much at home 
in whatever corner of the 
globe he happens to be ?

Pick up your copy at

now.
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